Brand New - A Mopec Exclusive - Patent Pending

C -Series Wall Mounted Autopsy Sink
Available in left, right or center approach - left pictured below
The C-Series Wall Mounted Elevating
Autopsy sink was designed to provide an
adjustable working area ergonomically
correct for users (people) of various
heights. A 5' 4'' technician is just as comfortable using this autopsy sink as a 6'4"
technician. No more crowded labs filled
with various size sinks when this one can
accommodate all sizes, saving both space
and money.

Unit can be
raised/lowered
12" up or down
An up/down switch is located on the front
of each unit elevating the work surface
approximately 12 inches

Unit can be raised/lowered to
easily align with portable carriers.

Floor can be cleaned thoroughly
cleaned without obstruction.

CB200 Autopsy Sink
Elevating Wall Mount - Left
Approach, shown with optional
DC100 Elevating Autopsy Cart
Left Approach - Product No. CB200
Center Approach - Product No. CC200
Right Approach - Product No. CA200

The sink is surface mounted and can be
recessed within the thickness of the wall.
When in the lowered position, procedures
can be comfortably accomplished from a
sitting position as if sitting at a desk.
When raised, the procedure would be
accomplished as if sitting on a lab type
stool. Adjustability of the C Series allows
all technicians whether sitting or standing,
to make adjustments to bring the work to
their exact desired position and comfort,
regardless of height with the flip of a
switch. The users have the ability to raise
and lower the unit within the procedure.
The C-Series Wall Mounted Elevating
Autopsy Sink provides all of the features
on a typical pedestal type autopsy table
without the space requirements. The
autopsy cart overhangs the autopsy station allowing fluids to drain directly into the
sink. Removable and interchangeable grid
plates.
The dissection area has grid plates which
are elevated above a sloped surface that
drain directly into the sink. Elevated
design allows for easy floor cleaning and
a more sanitized workspace. The autopsy
sink is delivered fully plumbed and wired
ready for installation.
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